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As the first signs of Spring emerge and flowers start 
to bloom, it’s a good time to consider our impact on the 
environment. With the increasing focus on climate change 
and sustainable living, it's becoming more important than 
ever for individuals and businesses to take more steps 
to reduce their carbon footprint. 

One area where dispensing doctors can make a significant 
impact is in the prescribing and dispensing process. With 
the large number of prescriptions filled every day, the 
healthcare industry has a responsibility to ensure that its 
practices are as sustainable as possible. From e-prescribing 
and using eco-friendly packaging to reducing medicine 
“waste”, there are many small changes that would make a 
big difference, when scaled across the whole of Primary 
Care. Another area you could evaluate is your inhalers, 
including those that contain hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs). 
Although HFCs are not ozone depleting substances, they 
are powerful greenhouse gases which can contribute to 
global warming. Please see pages 7 and 8 for our in-depth 
review on inhalers.

At Dispex, we offer paperless and online training courses 
to help reduce our educational carbon footprint! With the 
upcoming launch of our classroom-based courses (Cornwall
& Norfolk), we encourage you to consider car sharing as a
way to minimise emissions. 

 

Our paperless online courses, include our Leadership 
and Management package! We are pleased to be working
with multiple PCNs to help practices access the DES
contract management funding pot. With this funding,
practices can access our online training package which
includes; induction of new staff, leading and motivating 
a team, performance management, and understanding
leadership. The Dispex comprehensive package, which
includes seven courses (see page 9 for full details) is 
priced at £330 per member and £480 per non-member. 
We can invoice your PCN electronically, on receipt of
their funding confirmation email.

It is important to note that the deadline for securing 
funding through your PCN is the 31st March 2023.
Therefore, contact your lead as soon as possible to avoid
missing out on this valuable opportunity. Management
courses can be accessed and completed post this date
as long as everything has been confirmed and processed
beforehand. 

Best Wishes, 
Claudy Rodhouse
Dispex Design and Editorial Contributor
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Find out how Pharmaself24 is 
transforming dispensing doctors’ 
surgeries just like yours by reading the 
case studies on our website or just 
send us an email to chat.

https://www.pharmaself24.co.uk/case-studies?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=publication&utm_campaign=PRG-2022-11-UK-Dispex-Gazette-Q422-Q123-Retail-Pharmacy-PS24&utm_term=UK
https://www.pharmaself24.co.uk/case-studies?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=publication&utm_campaign=PRG-2022-11-UK-Dispex-Gazette-Q422-Q123-Retail-Pharmacy-PS24&utm_term=UK
https://www.pharmaself24.co.uk/case-studies?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=publication&utm_campaign=PRG-2022-11-UK-Dispex-Gazette-Q422-Q123-Retail-Pharmacy-PS24&utm_term=UK
mailto:warren.clayden%40omnicell.com?subject=DispexGazette
mailto:Warren.Clayden@omnicell.com
mailto:Warren.Clayden@omnicell.com


Focus On: Isosorbide Mononitrate
Kyowa Kirin have divested themselves of Isotard and with it goes their generous discount. You may not have a 
huge number of patients on this class of medication, but it is easy to see losses mounting up if you just do nothing. 
We have looked at the Modified Release Isosorbide Mononitrate and broken them down into strengths and form 
(Capsules or Tablets). The one area which has potential for you to prescribe and dispenser smarter is the 60mg 
Tablets. 

Note that there are not many choices in the lower strengths and when prescribing Capsules. The only brands with 
some discount available are Isodur (Galen) and Monomax (Chiesi). Dispex members can assess the profit or loss 
on all the products listed below. In addition, we have added the potential profit/loss should you decide to prescribe 
generically and dispense brands, for the 60mg XL Tablets. Note that Chemydur comes in a pack of 30, so if 
prescribed generically, you will be reimbursed £3.49 (minus Clawback)

 

GPs/DISPENSERS Isosorbide Mononitrate

By Dr Philip Koopowitz- Dispex & Hexagon6

Information supplied by 
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https://dispex.net/profitability-tools/brand-comparisons/isosorbide-mononitrate/


https://www.tillotts.co.uk/healthcare-professionals/products/octasa/


From 1 April 2023, women prescribed HRT - the main 
treatment for menopause symptoms - will have access to 
a new scheme enabling access to a year’s worth of meno- 
pause prescription items for the cost of 2 single prescription 
charges (currently £18.70). The PPC will be valid for 12 
months. It can be used against the list of HRT prescription 
items below, and a patient can use this against an unlimited 
number of HRT items, such as patches, tablets and topical 
preparations. There will be no limit to how many times the 
certificate can be used while it is valid.

Women will need to apply for the PPC through the NHS 
Business Services Authority. Once it has been granted, 

it will be available for use immediately on or after 1 April
2023. When collecting HRT products, patients will be able to
show the digital or paper copy HRT PPC to the dispensary
and complete the exemption declaration on the NHS pres-
cription form. It is unclear whether there will be a new HRT
exemption on the back of the prescriptions. We await further
information and will publish this on the Dispex website when it
becomes available. 

For people who need multiple medicines, the existing PPCs
may remain a more cost-effective method of paying for
prescriptions.

GPs/DISPENSERS HRT on Pre-Payment Certificates (PPC)

By Dr Philip Koopowitz- Dispex 

Continues on the next page.....
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https://www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/help-nhs-prescription-costs/nhs-prescription-prepayment-certificate-ppc
https://www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/help-nhs-prescription-costs/nhs-prescription-prepayment-certificate-ppc
https://www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/help-nhs-prescription-costs/nhs-prescription-prepayment-certificate-ppc


GPs/DISPENSERS HRT on Pre-Payment Certificates (PPC)

By Dr Philip Koopowitz- Dispex 

2023 Free NHSBSA & Dispex Webinars

FREE - 1PM START This Webinar will offer clear guidance through the end of month submission 
processes including how to correctly prepare, sort and submit the monthly 
prescription bundle. It will also cover why prescriptions are switched between 
exempt and chargeable  and how this affects your payments, as well as top 
tips on how to make sure switching isn’t a problem in your dispensary.  
16th March- Click here to book & 22nd June- click here to book

Batch Submission & Switching

Help and guidance on the most common endorsing problems. To ensure you 
receive correct reimbursement for the products you dispense and the correct 
renumeration for the services you provide. To share information on how the 
NHS Prescriptive Services process your prescriptions. How you can help to 
reduce or eliminate the need to refer prescriptions back to you.  
18th May- click here to book

 

Endorsing Including Referred Backs
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https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/nhsbsa-and-dispex-webinar-batch-submission-and-switching-tickets-449495863227
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/567743816037
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/nhsbsa-and-dispex-webinar-endorsing-inc-referred-backs-tickets-567731509227


DISPENSARY MANAGEMENT 
PROFITABILITY REVIEW

 In-House Training

click here

For full details:

1. Concerned with profitability

3. secure pcn funding

Whether you've identified areas of concern 
and need to improve your profitability or 
you would like to investigate any potential 
pitfalls before they arise, we are here to help.

The 2022-23 PCN DES Contract specification 
outlines a Leadership and Management 
payment! Contact your PCN Lead to secure 
your funding, before the 31st March deadline. 
Ensure you provide them with our email 
training@dispex.net, we will invoice your PCN.

2. Book an in-house visit
Our experienced Consultant can help 
identify any causes for profit loss and 
opportunities for increased profitability.
A final written report summarising the 
outcome is produced following the visit.
Members' full day visit: £1,500+vat, plus travel expenses. Tutor availability 
& geographic restrictions apply.

LAST MONTH TO CLAIM FUNDING!
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https://dispex.net/dispensary-management-profitability-review/
https://www.england.nhs.uk/publication/network-contract-directed-enhanced-service-contract-specification-2022-23-pcn-requirements-and-entitlements/


Continues on the next page.....

Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) inhaler propellants contained in 
pMDIs (pressurised Metered Dose Inhaler) were recognised 
as ozone depleting substances and were phased out in the 
UK by 1996. CFCs were replaced by ‘CFC-free’ inhalers 
containing hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs). Although HFCs 
are not ozone depleting substances, they are powerful 
greenhouse gases which can contribute to global warming. 
Carbon emissions from inhalers have been assessed as 
being responsible for approximately 3% of all NHS carbon 
emissions.

The Carbon footprint impact of two puffs of a salbutamol 
pMDI has been estimated to be equivalent to a 500 g CO2. 
This compares to the carbon footprint of a 7-mile car journey 
which is estimated at approximately 2000 g CO2e. In other 
words, a patient using a salbutamol pMDI 2 puffs, 4 times 
a day, will have contributed the equivalent of a 7 mile car 
journey to environmental CO2 emissions. Unfortunately, it 
is very difficult to assess the Cradle to Grave (CTG) CO2 
emissions of different inhalers, as the data is not readily 
available from most of the manufacturers. This leaves us 
with comparing the carbon impact of the pMDI propellants, 
which make up the majority of the carbon impact of the 
product lifecycle.

The NICE patient decision aid gives an indicative range 
for DPI (Dry Powder Inhalers) and pMDIs:

·DPIs (1 dose (two puffs)): 20 g CO2e per dose 

·pMDIs (two puffs): 500 g CO2e per dose

This is, unfortunately, not the full story, as some pMDIs
have a higher indicative carbon footprint when compared

with other pMDIs. There is an incentive, via the PCNs,
to move over to more environmentally sustainable 
inhalers via the Investment and Impact Fund (IIF) 2022/23 
Environmental Sustainability Indicator which looks at 2 
measures:

ES-01: Metered Dose Inhaler (MDI) prescriptions as a 
percentage of all non-salbutamol inhaler prescriptions 
issued to patients aged 12 years or over. 

ES-02: Mean carbon emissions per salbutamol inhaler 
prescribed (kg CO2e)

Looking at ES-02: 

Ventolin Evohaler has an indicative CO2e of 141 per 
puff, as opposed to Salamol MDI which is 60 and Salamol 
Easi-Breathe is 61. Clearly it makes enviro-nmental sense 
to swap from Ventolin evohaler to Salamol CFC-Free Inhaler. 
The most environmentally friendly Salbutamol inhaler is 
Ventolin Accuhaler, with the next best being Easyhaler 
salbutamol. The cost differential for the NHS is 4 pence per 
inhaler cheaper by changing from Ventolin to Salamol pMDI. 
The cost differential widens to over £5 more expensive per 
inhaler when changing from Ventolin Evohaler to Easyhaler 
Salbutamol, and Ventolin Accuhaler is about 50 pence more 
expensive than the Evohaler, although this is for 60 doses 
compared to the 200 doses of the Evohaler. 

Dispex has assessed the impact on profitability of all these 
possible changes and this information can be accessed via 
the Brand Comparisons section of the Dispex website which 
is a Members’ only resource. 

GPs/DISPENSERS Go Greener

By Dr Philip Koopowitz- Dispex & Hexagon6
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G O  
G R E E N E R  

Dispensing and the drive for environmental sustainability

https://dispex.net/profitability-tools/brand-comparisons/salbutamol-inhalers/


Over the next few editions of the Gazette, Dispex will be looking at ES-01: Metered Dose Inhaler 
(MDI) prescriptions as a percentage of all non-salbutamol inhaler prescriptions issued to patients 
aged 12 years or over. 

We will be assessing the potential impact some of these might have on dispensary viability, 
alongside the importance of the drive to ensure environmental sustainability. We will be offering 
choices for dispensing practices and member practices can access the profitability impact of 
those choices. 

Greener Practice, a Primary Care Group, has a wealth of resources to assist you in making 
changes to more environmentally friendly inhalers as well as other resources which can help 
you make your dispensary a beacon of sustainability. They welcome all members of primary 
care teams. www.greenerpractice.co.uk/
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GPs/DISPENSERS Go Greener

By Dr Philip Koopowitz- Dispex & Hexagon6

 

https://www.greenerpractice.co.uk/


Prices are per learner & include all 7 online learner-led courses. 
Prices are inclusive of VAT. All courses must be completed within
1 year of your enrolment date.  For course descriptions click here.

Induction of New Staff 
Leading and Motivating a Team 
A Comprehensive Guide to Controlled Drugs 
Organising and Delegating
Performance Management
Understanding Leadership
PAs & VAT 

dispexeducation.theskillsnetwork.com

 LAST MONTH TO CLAIM YOURS

               

The 2022-23 PCN DES Contract specification outlines a leadership 
and management payment of £0.699 multiplied by the PCN adjusted 
Population. That works out at thousands of pounds per PCN. Contact 
your Lead to secure your funding before the 31st March 2023 deadline. 
Ensure you provide your team with our email training@dispex.net 

Make sure you use this funding otherwise it will be lost!

PCN Leadership & Management Funding 
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Leadership & Management Package: 
£330 per member learner  I  £480 per non-member  (PCN Funding should be available for you)

https://dispexeducation.theskillsnetwork.com/
https://dispexeducation.theskillsnetwork.com/
http://dispexeducation.theskillsnetwork.com/
https://www.england.nhs.uk/publication/network-contract-directed-enhanced-service-contract-specification-2022-23-pcn-requirements-and-entitlements/?mc_cid=3040efe511&mc_eid=UNIQID


We are pleased to announce our Summer 
schedule has been confirmed! Our range of 
online professional training courses are hosted 
by welcoming and knowledgeable Dispex tutors.

It is not essential to attend course parts in order, 
as they have been designed to be stand-alone 
sessions and the full learning benefit will still be 
achieved. 

Non-members are able to attend our tutorials 
and can also book online here!

     
      

ALL
Dispex Tutorials 

By Dispex 

NEW Tutorials Schedule

dispex.net

Time: 1pm-2pm
Members Price: £45+vat pp/ps   
Non-members Price:  £60+vat pp/ps 
(FUNDING SHOULD BE AVAILABLE-CLICK HERE)

March
2nd Mar-  PDM: Processes & Staff  
8th Mar-   PDM: Responsibilities & Roles  
15th Mar- Drug Tariff & Endorsing  
16th Mar- NHSBSA Batch & Switching
30th Mar- Controlled Drugs P1  

2023 Schedule  

Mar / 10We've held our 2022 Tutorial prices

June
7th June-    DSQS Guidance
21st June-  PDM:  - Stock Control & Purchasing 
22nd June- NHSBSA Batch Switching
28th June-  Dispensary Customer Service 

July
5th July-   Profitability: PAs & VAT
12th July- Controlled Drugs Part 1
19th July- Managing your Dispensary: Income
26th July- PDM: Responsibilities & Roles 

August
2nd Aug-  Managing your Dispensary: Processes 
                 and Purchasing 

May
11th May- DispexCD Free Webinar 
18th May -NHSBSA Endorsing inc Referred Backs

https://dispex.net/training/
https://dispex.net/training/
https://dispex.net/training-funding-is-available-3/


DISPENSARY TRAINING 

*subject to change 

Dispex is excited to invite you to our upcoming
half day training sessions in the Bodmin area.
Thursday, 27th April, session 1: 9am-1pm & 
session 2: 1.30pm-5pm. 

We shall be offering Controlled Drugs or Drug Tariff &
Endorsing training, followed by Understanding Profitability! Attend  
one session or both! We may also visit Truro or Tiverton on Friday 28th 
April and host the same sessions.

Please register your interest here, by the 6th March. Please let us know 
which town and date you could attend and which subjects you would 
prefer!! Final venue details, prices and booking instructions will follow!

Hope to see you soon!

Register Your Interest 

is coming to
 

 

CLICK HERE

Back on the Road
 

 

DISPENSARY TRAINING 

*subject to change 

*

*
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mailto:training@dispex.net
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mailto:training@dispex.net
mailto:training@dispex.net
mailto:training@dispex.net




One free account for 
Dispex  Members
Saving £18+vat per month

Legally compliant & supports    
NICE best practice.

Multiple layers of security & 
encryption, plus daily backups   
to protect your patient data.

Each member of staff has their 
own login.

Reduces errors, saves time & 
money.

User-friendly.

The system is proving 
invaluable for dispensing 

practices, we have many sites 
using our DispexCD register.

 

Free DispexCD Webinar  

Mar / 13

Ready for the digital switch?

DispexCD

Nothing to install,
 easy to setup.

FREE to attend
11th May 2023              
12pm-1pm

Not made the digital switch!?
Attend our free webinar to 
hear the why and how!

dispensingcd.co.uk

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/dispexcd-webinar-tickets-448571037047
https://dispex.net/training/dispexcd-webinar-6/
https://dispex.net/training/dispexcd-webinar-6/
http://dispensingcd.co.uk/


Health secretary petitioned over GP
practice closure in his constituency
Source: Pulse-Eliza Parr 27.2.23

A GP practice in the health secretary’s Cambridgeshire
constituency is set to close with only one month’s notice 
due to recruitment issues.

Priors Field Surgery in Sutton will close on 31 March foll-
owing the retirement of the GP partners who currently hold
the contract. Councillors have now launched a petition to
their local MP – who also happens to be health secretary
Steve Barclay – to step in to ensure future GP practice
services for local patients.

The practice, which serves around 6,000 patients, comes
under Fenland Group Practice which runs four other prac-
tices in the county, all of which are over 10 miles away from
Sutton village. 

Fenland Group Practice said on its website that ‘all options
have been explored’ to replace the retiring partners but ‘a
sustainable option within Sutton is not viable at this time’.
But NHS Cambridgeshire and Peterborough ICB said they
are keen to explore a more long-term solution for providing
primary care services to local people.

Patients will be automatically transferred to another GP
practice, however residents and the local council have
expressed concerns about accessibility to other practices 
in this rural area, as well as the speed at which the surgery
has closed. 

On Friday, East Cambridgeshire District Council announced
it is ‘urgently looking into the announced closure of Priors
Field’ and have asked the health secretary to do the same. 
Leader of the council, Anna Bailey, said she is concerned
about the impact on local residents, especially those who do
not have easy access to a vehicle. 

She added: ‘With stretched local resources, I am also very
concerned about the effect of taking on large numbers of
new patients on other GP practices. ‘GPs are independent
practices and, while we as a council cannot affect the
decisions of the Fenland Group Practice, we are doing
everything we can to raise this at the highest level of
Government and we are also exploring any other com-
munity support we can provide.’

Local councillors Lorna Dupré and Mark Inskip have lau-
nched a petition calling on NHS England Steve Barclay, 
MP for North East Cambridgeshire, ‘to ensure the ongoing
provision of GP services in Sutton’. 

Since publication five days ago, the petition has received
almost 2,000 signatures, with its website saying the proposal
for patients to use GP services in villages ‘miles away’ is
‘completely inadequate’. Click here to read the source article
in full.

Parliamentary Debate
Source: UK Parliament - House of Lords

Healthcare in Rural Areas, was discussed during a 
Parliamentary debate on the 23rd February 2023. Click
here to read in full.

Is a locum GP an employee?
Source: By Susi O’Brien: Practice Index

Many practices use locum GPs to temporarily take over the 
place of a regular partner or team member. Traditionally 
they’re self-employed and will have numerous GP practices 
as clients. This includes locums who work through a limited 
company. However, the law surrounding such contractor 
status is complicated, which means that, in reality, situations 
can become blurred. This may especially be the case where 
a locum is on a long-term contract, or is juggling self- 
employment with other salaried work.

Why should a practice manager care greatly about this, you 
might ask? There’s enough work to do each day without 
worrying about legal technicalities. If everyone seems happy 
with arrangements (even if they seem a bit iffy), then what’s 
the problem? Click here to find out why.
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ALL Prescribing & Dispensing News

By various sources

https://www.fenlandgrouppractice.nhs.uk/
https://www.pulsetoday.co.uk/news/practice-closures/health-secretary-petitioned-over-gp-practice-closure-in-his-constituency/
https://hansard.parliament.uk/Lords/2023-02-23/debates/3BE00B57-6EBF-4B52-BC41-4696AD6F658A/HealthcareInRuralAreas#contribution-8982D370-8D8E-478E-AA66-59AD12CBB7EA
https://practiceindex.co.uk/gp/blog/is-a-locum-gp-an-employee-by-susi-obrien/
https://dispex.net/membership/


Nov / 14Dec / 17

ONLINE
COURSES

LEARN AT YOUR 
OWN PACE

ENROL NOW 

EDUCATION

Controlled Drugs
DRUMS

Prescription Clerks Training
PA's  & VAT 
New Dispensers and 
Apprentices

Engaging & relevant 
online Dispensary 
courses for Apprentice, 
New Dispenser, 
Experienced Dispenser, 
Dispensary Manager, 
Practice Manager & 
Dispensing Doctors!

Feb / 13

Feb / 15

DISPEX
SOPs

SOPs are a vital part of the DSQS requirements 
and an important element to ensure safe and 
quality practice and procedures are followed by 
all members of staff. You must customise and 
adapt each template for your own dispensary.

HIGH RISK MEDICINES

QUALITY CONTROL

THE DISPENSARY

THE PRESCRIPTION

CONTROLLED DRUGSCLICK FOR SOPS 
(Some templates are under development)

Positive Parallel Imports

Discount Updates

Brand Comparisons

Concession Price Updates

Generics Costing More Than Tariff

These Profitability Tools are available to Members only
and will assist practices in ensuring they minimise 
dispensing losses and maximise dispensing profitability. 

d i s p e x . n e t

Mar / 15

Benchmark Your Dispensing

Drug Supply Updates

http://www.dispex.net/
https://dispexeducation.theskillsnetwork.com/
https://dispexeducation.theskillsnetwork.com/
https://dispexeducation.theskillsnetwork.com/
https://dispexeducation.theskillsnetwork.com/
https://dispexeducation.theskillsnetwork.com/
https://dispex.net/new-member-benefit-dispex-sops-2/
http://www.dispex.net/


Duty of confidentiality-Is there evidence of staff
training? There must be clear practice policies
including procedures on collection of medicines 

Dispensing staff must be appropriately trained and
undertake continued training with annual appraisals.

Ocular Lubricants 5-Combinations &
Miscellaneous 

In this latest article on Ocular Lubricants, we review the
Combinations as well as Polyvinyl Alcohols, Paraffins and
Propylene Glycols. 

With these products there are not many alternatives, and
it may be difficult to look at swapping patients to cheaper
products or more profitable products. Some products are
best purchased as Parallel Imports (PIs). Click here to
read.

DSQS Overview of Quality Requirements
The key quality requirements of the Scheme are:

      by a patient's friend or family for example.

      Competency assessments must also be undertaken. 
      Proof of training and relevant professional certificates
      must be available for every member of your team. 
                               Ensure you have scheduled appraisals
                                       to allow time before the deadline.
                                              For registered technician
                                                 evidence of CPD and rele-
                                                    vant registration must
                                                      be available.

Minimum levels of staff hours dedicated to dispensary 
services (minimum hours are laid out in the front of the
Drug tariff).

Staff with a limited dispensing role must be given 
relevant training and a competency assessment. 
Dispex provides a relevant online training course; 
Dispensing for New Dispensers and Apprentices 
which is accredited by the DDA. Another suitable 
course is our Prescription Clerks training for Primary 
Care. Click here for details.

Standard Operating Procedures ('SOPs') which reflect 
good professional practice and all dispensary proced- 
ures. SOPs must be reviewed and updated at least 
once every 12 months and whenever dispensing 
procedures are amended. Click here for the Dispex 
SOPs library.

An audit must be undertaken on a particular subject 
and re-audited to show outcomes. Topics will be 
suggested in the DSQS guidance but choose a topic 
most worthwhile for your practice. Refer to the DSQS 
audit guidance for how to successfully undertake a 
DSQS audit.

Risk assessment.

A Significant Event Monitoring Procedure must be in 
place.

An annual review (DRUM) must take place of the 
medicines use for 7.5% of the dispensing list on 
January 1st 2023. This has been reduced from the 
usual 10% since Covid (This may have changed in 
some areas, so please speak to your own ICB for final 
confirmation). Prioritise DRUMs for high risk patients 
or those that would most benefit from a review.

Assessment of performance against the criteria for 
payment.

   

      previous five years in a GP dispensary or community
      pharmacy, and must be trained to a minimum level of      
      Pharmacy Services NVQ level 2.

    To read our article in full click here.

Dispex Data – are you using it to its full potential?

At Dispex, we pride ourselves in the quality and quantity 
of data we provide to dispensing doctors so that they can 
improve their dispensary profitability. All the relevant data 
can be found on the Dispex website. Here are some quick 
links and short descriptions of what data is available and 
how you can use it. To read our article in full click here.

 ALL February Recap
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Dispensers who 
work unsupervised 
must have at least 
1,000 dispensing 
hours work expe- 
rience over the

https://dispex.net/wp-content/uploads/securepdfs/2023/02/Ocular-Lubricants-5-Combinations-and-Miscellaneous.pdf
https://dispexeducation.theskillsnetwork.com/courses/prescription-clerks-in-primary-care
https://dispex.net/informatics/sops/
https://dispex.net/new-to-dsqs-then-click-here-2/
https://dispex.net/dispex-data-are-you-using-it-to-its-full-potential/


 

Schedule 2 Controlled Drugs
Doctor’s Bag Register

DISPEX CONTROLLED DRUG REGISTERS
Our range of controlled drug registers are fully compliant with current Controlled 
Drugs legislation. All registers are secured within a bound book with numbered 
pages. Member prices start at £11+vat

DENATURING KITS
The Environment Agency and the Home Office agreed that the denaturing of 
medicines as required under the Misuse of Drugs Regulations will not be subject 
to the "waste processing’ requirements. Instead a Denkit should be used, member 
prices start at £9.28+vat

OWING BOOKS
Dispensary owing book, for use when a prescription has been partly 
completed. The dispensary copy can either be attached to the pres- 
cription or left in the bound book. Member prices start at £7+vat for 2
  

Dispensary Supplies From Dispex

Order Methods
01604 859000 (10am-3pm)

sales@dispex.net

dispex.net
Dec / 20

Dosette Trays
The dosette system has been designed for patients in the 
community who need help ensuring they take their medicines 
regularly in order to achieve the best health outcome! Prices 
start at £60+vat for 250 CL08 trays
 

dispex.net

Mar / 17

https://dispex.net/members-offers/controlled-drugs-registers/
https://dispex.net/members-offers/controlled-drugs-denaturing-kits/
https://dispex.net/members-offers/controlled-drugs-registers/
https://dispex.net/members-offers/controlled-drugs-registers/
https://dispex.net/members-offers/monitored-dosage-system-via-dispex/
https://dispex.net/members-offers/controlled-drugs-registers/
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MANAGERS 
Calendar of national campaigns
By Various Sources

Calendar of 
national 

campaigns

Handy links for upcoming national campaigns and awareness days to help you plan 
activities and your social pages.

Special Days
17th March-  Comic Relief 
22nd March- Ramadan will begin in the evening of 22/3 in the UK

7th April-   Bank Holiday 
9th April-   Easter Sunday
10th April- Bank Holiday 

              
           MARCH

Ovarian Cancer Awareness Month
March
Ovarian Cancer Awareness Month
Long-term health conditions, NHS Employers
Supporting our most vulnerable people

National No Smoking Day
8 March 2023
British Heart Foundation
Better Health Quit Smoking

International Women's Day
8 March 2023
International Women's Day

World Kidney Day
9 March 2023
World Kidney Day
Supporting our most vulnerable people

World Sleep Day
17 March 2023
A celebration of sleep and a call to action on important issues related to 
sleep, including medicine, education, social aspects and driving.
World Sleep Day
Shift work in healthcare infographic
Supporting the wellbeing of shiftwork

              
           APRIL

World Autism Day
2nd April
Autism Speaks
National Autism Society 

World Health Day
7th April
Who.int

World Day For Safety And Health At Work
28th April
United Nations

https://ovarian.org.uk/march-ovarian-cancer-awareness-month
https://www.nhsemployers.org/articles/long-term-health-conditions
https://www.nhsemployers.org/articles/supporting-our-most-vulnerable-people
https://www.bhf.org.uk/informationsupport/publications/smoking/understanding-smoking
https://campaignresources.dhsc.gov.uk/campaigns/better-health-quit-smoking/
https://www.internationalwomensday.com/
https://worldkidneyday.co.uk/
https://www.nhsemployers.org/articles/supporting-our-most-vulnerable-people
https://worldsleepday.org/
https://www.nhsemployers.org/articles/shift-work-healthcare-infographic
https://www.nhsemployers.org/publications/supporting-wellbeing-shift-workers-healthcare
https://www.autismspeaks.org/world-autism-awareness-day
https://www.autism.org.uk/get-involved/raise-money/world-autism-acceptance-week-2023/world-autism-acceptance-week-faqs#:~:text=World%20Autism%20Acceptance%20Week%20is%2027%20March%20%2D%202%20April%202023.
https://www.autism.org.uk/get-involved/raise-money/world-autism-acceptance-week-2023/world-autism-acceptance-week-faqs#:~:text=World%20Autism%20Acceptance%20Week%20is%2027%20March%20%2D%202%20April%202023.
https://www.who.int/campaigns/world-health-day
https://www.un.org/en/observances/work-safety-day


Are we able to prescribe a roll of Scanpor 
Tape? If so, can we keep the tape on-site 
and used for other tests? Or does it become 
the patient’s property?

D I S P E X
A N SW E R S
The experts at Dispex provide answers to 
the most common questions, quoting the 
relevant regulations.

You can prescribe Scanpor tap, but it then becomes the property of 
the patient it is prescribed to. Therefore, you cannot then keep it on 
site for in-house use. In addition, if the patient pays for their 
prescriptions, then they would need to be charged a prescription 
charge as Scanpor tape is NOT a PA! For a recap on PA items, we 
suggest enrolling on our Comprehensive online PAs & Vat course.

Mar / 19

01604 859000
10am-3pm

 

Telephone
sales@dispex.net

training@dispex.net
enquiries@dispex.net

 

Email

Here to HELP

Don't forget Dispex members have access to our support helplines!

Join Dispex dispex .net/membersh ip @DispexLtd
 

Website
dispex.net

Dispex

Q:

A: 

https://twitter.com/DispexLtd
https://www.linkedin.com/company/19325226/admin/
https://dispexeducation.theskillsnetwork.com/courses/guide-to-controlled-drugs-for-dispensing-doctors-dispex
https://dispexeducation.theskillsnetwork.com/courses/Dispensers-and-Apprentices
https://dispex.net/membership/
https://twitter.com/DispexLtd
https://www.linkedin.com/company/19325226/admin/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/19325226/admin/

